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The Iroquois and Their Neighbors advances scholarship on Iroquois (Haudenosaunee) culture, politics, religion, literature, and other aspects of Iroquois life, from the earliest emergence
of Iroquois identity through the present. Comprehensive and diverse, the series embraces critical perspectives drawn from anthropology, history, archaeology, literary studies, folklore, and
other disciplines, and includes primary documents such as autobiographies and recorded oral
narratives. Many volumes consider Iroquois relationships with their non-Indian neighbors and
the experiences of other Native American populations from across North America. A major
focus of the series has been the efforts of the Iroquois to interpret and reflect upon their own
traditions.
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Corey Village and the Cayuga World
Implications from Archaeology and Beyond
Edited by Jack Rossen
“A richly informative historical account of the thriving
Cayuga world through the perspective of the Corey
site, a dynamic sixteenth-century village on the eve
of European contact. This study fills a void as it is the
first book published on Cayuga archaeology.”

Cloth $39.95s 978-0-8156-3405-8
ebook 978-0-8156-5334-9

—Jordan E. Kerber, professor of anthropology
and Native American studies, Colgate University

Laura Cornelius Kellogg

Our Democracy and the American Indian and Other Works
Edited by Kristina Ackley and Cristina Stanciu
“Oddly, the explosion of scholarship about Native
Americans has often featured more examples of
historians talking about Indians than of scholars
helping us to hear indigenous voices. This book
is an exception. Thanks to Ackley and Stanciu
we can now hear clearly a unique and challenging voice, set in context and brought to life by two
outstanding scholars. Read and reflect.”

Cloth $39.95s 978-0-8156-3390-7
ebook 978-0-8156-5314-1

—Frederick E. Hoxie, Swanlund Professor,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Reading the Wampum

Essays on Hodinöhsö:ni’ Visual Code and Epistemological Recovery
Penelope Myrtle Kelsey
Director’s Choice for Fall 2014

Reading the Wampum provides the first academic
consideration of the ways in which these sacred
belts are reinterpreted into current Haudenosaunee
tradition. While Kelsey explores the aesthetic appeal of the belts, she also provides insightful analysis of how readings of wampum belts can change
our understanding of specific treaty rights and land
exchanges.

Cloth $29.95s 978-0-8156-3366-2
ebook 978-0-8156-5299-1

In the Shadow of Kinzua

The Seneca Nation of Indians since World War II
Laurence M. Hauptman
Winner of the 2014 Award of Merit of the American Associa-

Cloth $45.00s 978-0-8156-3328-0

tion of State and Local History Leadership in History

ebook 978-0-8156-5238-0

“Laurence Hauptman has decades of experience
working with Senecas, and an unparalleled knowledge of the archives of modern Seneca history. In
the Shadow of Kinzua blends these in a truly compelling fashion to show us the obvious and not–so–
obvious effects of the Kinzua tragedy.”
—Karim M. Tiro, author of The People of the Standing Stone

Seven Generations of Iroquois Leadership
The Six Nations since 1800
Laurence M. Hauptman
Herbert H. Lehman Prize for Distinguished Scholarship 2012

“Hauptman has assembled an interesting and lively biographically driven history for his readers that
will be of use to specialists and nonspecialists of
the Iroquois. It will find a home on bookshelves for
those who are interested in Native American intellectual and political history and those interested in
the history of New York State.”

Cloth $45.00L 978-0-8156-3165-1
Paper $24.95s 978-0-8156-3189-7

—American Indian Quarterly

A Journey into Mohawk
and Oneida Country, 1634–1635

The Journal of Harmen Meyndertsz van den Bogaert, Revised Edition
Translated and Edited by Charles T. Gehring and William A. Starna
Wordlist and Linguistic Notes by Gunther Michelson

“Although it is not the first translation of Bogaert’s
journal, it is the best. . . . Annotations provide invaluable material. . . . Benefits greatly from modern
scholarship.”
—History: Review of New Books

Paper $19.95s 978-0-8156-3322-8
ebook 978-0-8156-5215-1

Planning the American Indian Reservation
From Theory to Empowerment
Nicholas Christos Zaferatos
“Zaferatos’s insights about the practice of tribal
planning present a new way of thinking about—
and effectively overcoming—the many challenges
that we tribal nations will inevitably continue to face
in our pursuit of economic independence and selfdetermination.”

Cloth $39.95s 978-0-8156-3393-8
ebook 978-0-8156-5318-9

—Brian Cladoosby, president, National Congress
of American Indians

The Rotinonshonni

A Traditional Iroquoian History Through the Eyes
of Teharonhia:wako and Sawiskera
Brian Rice
“What sets Rice’s book apart is that he combines
the creation narrative, the Great Binding Law, and
the Code of Handsome Lake into a good book. The
three narratives often are interpreted to be the cornerstones of Haudenosaunee culture, even the underpinnings of the philosophical worldviews that are
uniquely Haudenosaunee. . . . Highly recommended.”

Cloth $34.95 978-0-8156-1021-2
ebook 978-0-8156-5227-4

—Choice

Our Knowledge Is Not Primitive

Decolonizing Botanical Anishinaabe Teachings
Wendy Makoons Geniusz
“Our Knowledge is an important book, for it not
only teases out the subtle ties of colonization from
a unique perspective but also engages the reader
in the larger discourse of how we interpret cultural
landscapes once the culture has been colonized.”
—American Indian Culture and Research Journal

Cloth $29.95s 978-0-8156-3204-7

Recommended titles
Oneida Iroquois Folklore,
Myth, and History
New York Oral Narrative from
the Notes of H. E. Allen and Others
Anthony Wonderley
“His rich, layered book brings together
Oneida oral traditions, the history of
those traditions, elements of Oneida history. . . . Highly recommended.”—Choice

At the Font
of the Marvelous

Exploring Oral Narrative and
Mythic Imagery of the Iroquois and
Their Neighbors
Anthony Wonderley
“A masterpiece.”—William Engelbrecht,
author of Iroquoia: The Development of
a Native World

Cloth $29.95 978-0-8156-0830-1

Cloth $29.95s 978-0-8156-3207-8

Conspiracy of Interests

The Iroquois
in the Civil War

Iroquois Dispossession
and the Rise of New York State

From Battlefield to Reservation

Laurence M. Hauptman

Laurence M. Hauptman

“With a critical eye on the documentary
evidence and the artful pen for relating
the story, [Hauptman] brings the complicated tale to a level that can be understood and appreciated by a broad
reading audience.”—Choice

Based on archival records and wartime
letters and diaries, this account shows
that the Iroquois were dedicated cavalrymen and soldiers. It asks why they were
so loyal to the Union and what their attitude was toward slavery and war.

Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-0712-0

Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-0556-0

Archaeology
of the Iroquois

Selected Readings
and Research Sources
Edited by Jordan E. Kerber
“An invaluable resource of current
scholarship and issues in Iroquoian
studies and the archaeology of northeastern North America.”—Choice

Iroquoia

The Development of a Native
World
William Engelbrecht
“A very accessible and plainspoken account of the Iroquois and their homeland.”—New York History
Paper $24.95s 978-0-8156-3060-9

Paper $45.00s 978-0-8156-3139-2

Iroquois Medical Botany
Edited by James W. Herrick
and Dean R. Snow

This book relates Iroquois cosmology
to cultural themes by showing the inherent spiritual power of plants and
how the Iroquois traditionally have
used and continue to use plants as
remedies.
Paper $24.95 978-0-8156-0464-8

The Iroquois Ceremonial
of Midwinter
Elisabeth Tooker
“Tooker has written an excellent book
valuable not only to the North American
Indian specialist, but also to any student of comparative religion.”—Journal
of American Folklore
Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-0641-3

Recommended titles
The Montaukett Indians
of Eastern Long Island
John A. Strong

“Strong’s history gives one a solid feel
for the fate of the Montauketts. Another
piece of American Indian history has
been brought vividly to life.”—New York
History
Paper $19.95s 978-0-8156-3095-1

Legends of the Delaware
Indians & Picture Writing
Richard C. Adams
Edited by Deborah Nichols
“Originally published in 1905, this enlarged, comprehensive reprint edition
contains some newly translated stories
and four that have been retranslated
into the Delaware language by some
Native speakers.”—Library Journal
Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-0639-0

Samson Occom
and the Christian Indians
of New England

Cornplanter

W. DeLoss Love

Thomas S. Abler

Drawing on primary source material, the
author brings a vast historical knowledge and a degree of critical evidence
unmatched by any recent modern work
on Samson Occom.

“This excellent biography should be
read alongside Anthony F. C. Wallace’s
Death and Rebirth of the Seneca. Recommended for academic and public
libraries.”—Library Journal

Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-0436-5

Paper $19.95s 978-0-8156-3138-5

Chief Warrior of
the Allegany Senecas

The Collected Speeches of
Sagoyewatha, or Red Jacket

Big Medicine
from Six Nations

Edited by Granville Ganter

Ted Williams
Edited by Debra Roberts

“Featuring essays that offer detailed
historical reference framework, archival research about the interpreters, and
the immediate circumstances of each
speech . . . Enthusiastically recommended for library and personal Native American studies shelves.”—Bookwatch
Cloth $39.95s 978-0-8156-3096-8

A Half-Life of CardioPulmonary Function
Poems and Paintings
Eric Gansworth
Seventeen paintings complement Gansworth’s poetry, creating a dialogue
between word and image steeped in
the tradition of the Haudenosaunee’s
mythic world.
Cloth $19.95 978-0-8156-0900-1

“Native American healer Williams shares
incredible stories of vision quests,
songs of power and the healing abilities of Indian Medicine in the followup to his much-lauded 1976 title, The
Reservation.”—Publishers Weekly
Cloth $29.95 978-0-8156-0863-9

The Night Has
a Naked Soul

Witchcraft and Sorcery among
the Western Cherokee
Alan Kilpatrick
This exploration of the occult world of
the Western Cherokee translates 40
shamanistic texts that deal with such
esoteric matters as purifying one’s soul
from all forms of supernatural harm.
Paper $19.95 978-0-8156-0539-3
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